FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR RYCO CABIN AIR FILTER RCA178P
TOYOTA KLUGER (pictured), LEXUS (CT200H, IS250, IS350),
TOYOTA (HIACE, HILUX, LANDCRUISER & RAV4)

The cabin air filter is located behind the glove box. To gain access to the cabin air filter follow the instructions explained on this sheet.

Open the glove box and release the stoppers by pushing inwards on the rear top of the box as indicated in the picture.

Lean the glove box on your knee and proceed to unhinge the strut by gently pulling in the direction shown on the picture.

The glove box can now be removed and the cabin filter housing will be easily identifiable. Pull the lid cover upwards to gain access to main housing lid.

Push clips in the direction shown and remove the cabin air filter housing lid.

Remove old filter and replace with new Ryco filter making sure it is on the right air flow direction and refit all components in reverse order.